REQUEST FOR QUOTATION

M/s.

Dear Sirs,

We invite you to quote for the following material on F.O.R PSM site basis inclusive of all Government taxes and levies on the terms and conditions attached herewith valid for 45 days. Your offer must reach the office of the undersigned by the date mentioned above.

S. NO. | DESCRIPTION | QUANTITY | RATE
--- | --- | --- | ---
1 | SCALE PIT CONTACT WATER PUMP AS PER ATTACH SPECIFICATION. | 1 NOS | 

NOTE:
1. Delivery lead time should be within 30 days after receipt of Order.
2. Payment will be made within 45 days after acceptance of material.
3. PSML will take delivery of Ordered Material from Supplier Premises having Value up-to Rs. 20,000/= through own arrangement.
4. Offer must be sent to Attention of Head (Procurement) through Fax / Post / or Email:
muneeb.local@psmltd.com, shayan_proc@psmltd.com, procurement@psmltd.com.

Yours Sincerely
For PEOPLES STEEL MILLS LIMITED

Deputy General Manager
(PROCUREMENT)
SCALE PIT CONTACT WATER PUMP

SPECIFICATION:

SINGLE-STAGE AXIAL-SPLIT CENTRIFUGAL VOLUTE CASING HORIZONTAL PUMP WITH
LUBRICATED BEARINGS: VOLUTE CASING MATERIAL DUCTILE IRON: BRONZE NON CLOGGING
IMPELLER: SUCTION DIA 12 INCH: DISCHARGE DIA 10 INCH: MOTOR 3PHASE 400VAC 50Hz:
WORKING MEDIUM WATER CONTAINING SCALE 2 TO 5MM: OPERATING TEMPRATURE 55 TO 60
DEGREE CENTIGRADE: LONG COUPLED PUMP WITH COUPLING GUARD: COMPLETE PUMP WITH
MOTOR, FRAME AND COUPLING.

NOTE TO BUYER:

(A) ENQUIRY MAY BE SENT TO ONLY AUTHORIZED DEALERS OF PUMPS.
(B) COMPLETE DETAIL IS ATTACHED.
(C) DOCUMENTS REQUIRED AT THE TIME OF EVALUATION:
   1- PUMP DATA SHEET
   2- PERFORMANCE CURVE / CHARACTERISTIC CURVE
   3- CONNECTION PLAN
   4- TECHNICAL LITERATURE
   5- DEALERSHIP CERTIFICATE
   6- MODEL DEALERSHIP CERTIFICATE
   7- WARRANTY POLICY
   8- STATUS FOR SPARES & SERVICES
   9- LUBRICATION DETAIL
   10- BENCH TEST CERTIFICATE WOULD BE REQUIRED AT THE TIME OF SUPPLY.

BUYER:

KS | GRUNDFOS | KENSUI | ETANORM | VOGEL | ANY EUROPEAN BRAND.

QTY: 01